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Abstract

In this paper we propose a model for describing deceptive crimes in general and social engineering in particular. Our research approach was naïve inductivist and the methods used were literature study and interviews with the lead investigator in a grooming case, as we see many similarities between the techniques used in grooming, and those used in social engineering. From this we create cycles describing attacker, defender, and the victim and merge them into a model describing the cycle of deception. The model is then extended into a possible deception sphere. The resulting models can be used to educate about social engineering, to create automated social engineering attacks, to facilitate better incident reporting, and to understand the impact and economical aspects of defenses.
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1.背景

社会工程是一种用于欺骗技术，用于将受害者诱骗或欺骗，以提供攻击者想要的敏感信息或让他们执行攻击者想让他们做的行为。一个良好的定义由凯文·米特尼克在由Tanneeru (2005)的采访中给出：“社会工程是使用操纵、影响和欺骗获取一个信任的内部人员，以符合一个请求，而这个请求通常是要求释放信息或执行某种对攻击者有利的行动。它可能只是简单地在电话中与某人交谈，或通过网站作为更复杂的活动来访问，它利用了一个技术漏洞，让黑客能够控制计算机。”

自许多用户不相信任何人会欺骗或欺骗他们，因为他们“不富裕和不出名”，而且黑客“不能对任何损害”（Brostoff et al., 2002）这样的攻击技术往往非常成功。这进一步复杂了事实，即大多数用户都不同意他们，因为安全工作，而且往往以不正确，常常错误模型（Adams & Sasse, 1999）。有大量关于“可欺骗性”用户的研究，既有学术的也有非学术的。一个例子是，由财政部部门检查员进行的一项研究，其中三分之一的国税局员工泄露了自己的信息。
login and password to auditors who called pretending to be computer technicians (Dalrymple, 2005). This and several other studies demonstrate a high degree of susceptibility to social engineering attacks.

Social engineering as a term has been used for quite a while in the security sector. We have found references dating back to 1995 (Winkler & Dealt, 1995), and there was of course the boom of notoriety of social engineering in connection with the case of Kevin Mitnick (Mitnick, 2002). His warrants, and later imprisonment, lead to a great deal of publicity for the technique. One of the more influential contributions from Mitnick in an academic setting is the social engineering attack cycle, SEAC, as seen in figure 1 below (Mitnick, 2002). This descriptive cycle is frequently used both by security professionals and academics when describing social engineering attacks.

In this paper we propose a new conceptual model of the social engineering attack cycle, which includes descriptions of both defenders and victims. This new cycle addresses the predominant problems with the existing model. We find that the existing model is overly simplistic, while at the same time being obscure. It is quite common that those using the model put too great an emphasis on describing a step-by-step approach while giving little support for the iterative reality of most attacks. SEAC does not provide any suggestions for proper protection, making the model of limited use. Our aim is to provide a new model of the social engineering attack cycle that can be used as both a teaching aid and a framework for developing a holistic protection strategy.

The paper is structured with an introductory section on the research area and problem followed with a discussion on the method used. Then the model is presented and the paper ends with a brief discussion concerning the strengths, weaknesses and possible use of the model.

2. Method

The general approach in this study was of the naïve inductivist (Kowalski, 1994) as illustrated in figure 2 below.
We started out observing the problem with the need for an improved model of social engineering attacks and the assumption that this could be created using the body of knowledge existing but also by studying actual crimes. The observations were made on criminals using grooming, and a new model was created using generalizations from the data gathered. The two methods used for observations in this study are literature study and interviews. The literature study has been ongoing for several years, and has covered a large part of the written materials on the subject. This has given an understanding for the concept and what it consists of, but also on the current misconceptions and areas where improvements are needed. In order to understand more about how attackers actually use social engineering, we set out on trying to find public, well documented, cases of social engineering. This proved to be difficult. Either the attacks were poorly documented or purely anecdotal. This is a common problem when it comes to security research; it is hard to get access to well documented data about successful attacks, as most organizations tend to keep those secret, if they even know about the attack. In order to address this problem we looked outside of traditional social engineering attacks for other crimes using similar patterns and techniques. We found that the attack patterns used in grooming matched social engineering. Grooming is the term for when an adult, most often a man, tries to convince a child or a minor to sexual acts (O’Connell 2003). The advantage of studying grooming is that once grooming is reported to the police, a thorough, and often public, investigation is made. In our study we chose to focus on the most infamous Swedish groomer, who during a period of several years developed an ever increasingly efficient method of grooming using a combination of advanced manipulative techniques and technology (The Local, 2005). In order to study this case we studied the public records from the trial, but also did telephone interviews with the lead investigator in the case. The first was an open interview aiming to get background of the case, and the second interview was semi-structured, as described by May (2001), and developed with the SBC-model (Kowalski, 1994) as a foundation for the questions asked. The SBC-model is a model of information security that covers both technical and social aspects of security. The questions were designed in order to get specific knowledge while still being open enough as to make it possible to ask complimentary questions and to have a dialogue with the subject. The subject was informed about the usual ethical issues before the interview and also allowed to read through the transcripts and give comments to ensure correctness, upon which a couple of minor misunderstandings were corrected.
From the data gathered by the interviews, the steps in the attacks were identified and described. By analyzing these steps and using knowledge gained from the literature study, a model for the attack cycle was developed, followed by the victim cycle. They were complemented by a defense cycle adapted from Kowalski (2002). These three cycles were then merged into a complete model, which was later discussed with security professionals and especially well received by students when used as a teaching aid.

3. Results

When studying the grooming attacks, it was apparent that the attacks had eight steps. The steps have been somewhat simplified in the description below, but the general gist is maintained.

1. Create a pretext, in this case a fictional female model.
2. Contact the victims, or set up web pages so the victims contacted the attacker believing that he was the female model.
3. Get interest, gather information and get compliance from the victims.
4. Move the victim to unfamiliar location physically, use information gathered earlier.
5. Perform crime, in this case sexual abuse or rape.
6. Contact the victims again afterwards, get the victim to agree that what happened was OK.
7. Try to recruit the victim into finding new victims.
8. Relive the crime, from stored data/pictures, and convince that no crime happened if confronted for instance by parents or the victims.

Some of the steps in the description above are specific for grooming, but five generalizable steps in the attack cycle are apparent and are used for the attack cycle.

3.1. The attack cycle

The attack cycle is about the behavior of the attacker, and the actions he or she will take in an attack. In figure 3 below, the stages of the attack cycle are described.

![Figure 3: The attack circle](image-url)

**Goal & Plan:** The attacker must have a purpose with the attack, a goal, and a plan how to reach it. Here traditional criminological knowledge comes into play. The four classic traits that the attacker must possess are method, motive, opportunity, and
means (Pfleeger & Pfleeger, 2003). In order to be able to perform an attack, the perpetrator must know about what kind of attacks are possible, the method. Some methods are obvious and require no great cunning or planning, while others require certain skill or knowledge. There are three basic ways to acquire this knowledge. The method might be known beforehand, it might be searched for with the specific intention to use for attacks, or it might be found serendipitously. The perpetrator might discover an attack that works well on the first try, or might find a book or text describing attacks without having any intention to perform attacks beforehand. It is notable here that Sunderland’s Differential Association Theory (DeMelo, 2007) states that once a potential perpetrator learns the methods required, he or she can easily pick up the required motive from just about anyone. So by learning the methods required it is probable that the perpetrator will also pick up the motives needed. The criminal culture, as discussed by Ferrell (1995), can be seen as the major factor determining crime. In fact, one of the flaws of traditional criminological reasoning is that the contemporary culture is sometimes neglected in the consideration of criminological analysis. The criminal subculture spans more than simply proximity, something that is ubiquitous in a connected world, it also concerns motives, drives, rationalizations and attitudes as well as certain appearances, group specific language and self presentation, style (Ferrell, 1995). Map & Bond: This is where the attacker tries to get information needed for the attack. This can be done by using traditional social engineering techniques such as dumpster diving or desktop hacking, or by searching the web for data and by studying other open sources of information. It can also, however, be when the attacker befriends the victim or someone with usable knowledge, and use manipulative techniques to get them to divulge the information the attacker needs, or to “prepare” them for the next step. In order to create a deceptive relationship the attacker uses influence techniques, for instance authority, scarcity, liking & similarity, reciprocation, commitment & consistency, social proof, and involvement (Cialdini, 1993). The influence techniques then exploits certain social psychological weaknesses, as suggested by the taxonomy put forth by Jordan & Goudey (2005). In other words the attacker manipulates the victim into trusting the attacker. Execute: The execute-step is where the attacker does something that is clearly illegal or not allowed, for instance when the target is asked to submit his log-in information, or when the nefarious e-mails are sent. Recruit & Cloak: Cloak is the actions performed after the execution, actions performed in order to hide the illegal activities. It can be to continue with the “friendship” to normalize the actions, moves to make the victim seem untrustworthy, or more advanced techniques to hide the crime. In some cases the victim can be recruited to either work for the attacker or as an ambassador/reference for the attacker. Evolve/Regress: This is where the attacker learns from the process and creates an internal justification for what has happened. There are basically two choices for the attacker here. Either the attack evolves, moving into another phase of the attack if the process has been successful up to this step. The other choice if the results to this point have been unsuccessful is to regresses, which can either be to stop the attack or to move to a more basic level of attack in order to be successful again.
3.2. The defense cycle

The defense cycle describes the general options available to the defender. The defender might in some cases be the same person as the victim or it might be security professionals in an organization or similar. This section is based on the work of Kowalski (2002), from which the terms and definitions have been taken and the flow is identified.

![Figure 4: The defense cycle (Adapted from Kowalski, 2002)](image)

The description of defenses given by Kowalski (2002) has been adapted to a circle to match this model, as shown in figure 4 above. Below are a couple of examples of implementations, but they can of course consist of many other measures. The description is based on what the defender has to do to be successful in providing defenses. By having a good, public policy or a rumor of reporting incidents to the police, you can *deter* an attacker. By making little sensitive data available, and educating employees about the risks and methods of attackers bonding with them as well as providing a strong policy on how to act, you *protect* the organization. By running a surveillance of the network communication, you can see when sensitive data are being sent, or when sensitive data are accessed, and by having well-educated employees that know when they are asked illicit questions, you *detect* an attack. By making it easy and without social or professional stigmata to report social engineering incidents, and by making the employees aware of how they can be manipulated into acting on the behalf of attackers, you are able to *respond* to an ongoing attack. By knowing the value of your data, having attacks reported and a well-designed policy, you can *recover* from the attack and learn from it. Hopefully you can be able to find the attacker to prevent him from evolving and attacking you, or others, in the future.

3.3. The victim cycle

The victim cycle is focused on the behavior of the individual victim, the person, in the attack. A common mistake when analyzing crime is to focus too much on the attacker, and to forget the victim. In fact, many crimes can be more readily prevented by focusing on the victim rather than the attacker. The flow is described in figure 5 below.
By having something of value and making it known, either knowingly or unknowingly, the victim advertises its suitability as a target. By socializing with the criminal the victim sets itself up for deception, and by exposing valuables they make them accessible to the attacker. When the actual crime is executed, the victim submits to it, for instance by giving out the secret information. After the crime has been executed, the victim can chose to accept it, for instance by believing that it was not so “serious”, or by simply ignoring it, either knowingly or by actually not knowing about the crime. By learning from the crime, the victim can evolve into someone who is harder to victimize in the future, but it is also possible that the victim can regress, turning into someone who accepts the role as a victim and is an easier pray in the future.

3.4. Adding the element of control

The attack circle could be perceived as the attackers’ strive to reach the target in the center, and the way of reaching the center is by increasing control. Once enough control is gained through the process, the risk is reduced to a level acceptable by the attacker, and the attack can be performed. The level of acceptable risk is individual to each attacker. This is illustrated in figure 6 below.

3.5. The cycle of a social engineering attack

When merging the three different cycles and adding a target in the center, a more holistic view of the prerequisites of a social engineering attack appears as seen in figure 7 below. One of our theories is that in order to have a “successful” social engineering attack, the attacker must have enough control over the process to make the risk acceptable.
engineering attack, all the steps in all the cycles have to fall in place. The attacker needs to succeed with the first three steps in the attack in order to be successful and the fourth and fifth in order to be able to continue attacking in the future. This is based on the reasoning that if the attacker is unable to provide a plan and a method for the attack, he will most likely fail. If he cannot learn about the potential victim or perform the attack, he will fail. If the attacker is unable to hide the attack, he will most likely get caught, and if the internal rationalization of the attacker does not judge the attack as a “good” experience, he will most likely not continue.

The same is true of the defender. If any one of the steps in the defense cycle is good enough to stop the attacker, then the attack will obviously fail or let the attacker be caught. In contrast, if there is no single part of the cycle that stops the attacker, then the attack will not fail due to the activities of the defender. Looking at the victim cycle we assume that the victim must submit in each of the sections in the model in order for the attacker to succeed. There are perhaps exceptions to this assumption, but based on sound reasoning it should be mostly true. This gives a possibility to consider the economic impact of this model. Choosing to invest in sections that are among the first three will stop the crime from happening. Investing in the fourth and fifth might stop the crimes from happening in the future. When considering purchasing defenses or educating the users it is relevant to consider where in the cycle of deception that particular investment should be placed. By knowing this it is possible to see if the investment will have the intended consequences.

3.6. The spherical view of deception

The earlier descriptions presented here are simplified and omit the fact that most attacks span several cycles and include several smaller attacks that are parts of the larger attacks. Therefore there is a need for a third dimension in the description. This added information is useful for instance when trying to create a piece of software using this model, but also in order to illustrate a more complete image of the attack.
What is added in figure 8 above is the element of control, the time, and the impact. The impact is how noticeable the attack is for the victim and controlling organization. The goal for the attacker is to keep the impact as low as possible, while still being able to achieve a high level of control in a short time. The separate cycles in the whole attack each belong to one of the general attack cycles. For instance, there might be several smaller attacks performed in order to facilitate the first step (goal & plan) of a larger attack. Using this imagery and extending it into a more holistic description, we get the spherical view of attacks, presented in figure 9 below.

Figure 9: The spherical view of attacks

This model adds a third dimension to the description. The target is reached in the centre of the sphere, in the execution phase.

4. Discussion

This proposed model has several uses. It is can be used when educating about social engineering. As the model covers activities by all involved – victims, attackers, and the protecting organization – it gives a holistic and understandable view. It also facilitates a deeper understanding of the criminal process, and perhaps most importantly, it gives an easy way to understand how to develop a protection strategy. This model is a good tool in order to prioritize and understand the implications of spending in a certain area while neglecting other areas.

From an academic point of view, this model presents an excellent starting point for security researchers trying to position themselves. When looking at this model from a computer science perspective, it can be used to facilitate the implementation of an
automated social engineering AI-bot. By using this model, the attack flow of the AI-bot, as well as the target points, that is, where the AI-bot has gained enough information to move on, can be implemented. This allows for the creation of sophisticated AI-bots which in turn can be used to train users to avoid falling for real attacks, as well as be used for social engineering penetration testing. Security professionals can use the model when studying and visualizing the readiness of an organization. The model can also be used to investigate and understand attacks made against the organization, as well as making it easier for the potential victims to report their experiences, as they can be guided in the process by the steps involved in this model. This can provide improved incidence reports, something that is quite important in fighting social engineering.

One of the potential problems with this model is that it is developed from a study of grooming, which is not the same crime as social engineering. After comparing what is known about social engineering and our case of grooming it is, however, apparent that these two attacks share many of the same methods, manipulative techniques, and the same flow of the attack, even if the end goals and motivations are quite different. In fact, our model might be valid and have the same merits for other crimes and nefarious acts purposefully carried out by rational perpetrators. The model has a slight focus in examples given on traditional social engineering, with an attacker having interaction with a victim, but it should be valid also for more technical attacks such as phishing. The major difference is that those attacks often have a shorter timeframe, so the parts of the cycle might be moved through quicker. Whether an attacker calls or uses a spear-phishing attack makes no major difference for the cycle, however. The attacks that are not covered by this model are those that are based almost purely on random successes from exposure to large numbers of users. For instance, the most basic form of phishing, or malware, where the attack is a generic and non-specific message used against a group of non-tailored victims, obviously has very little “Map & Bound”, apart from the message sent out to deliver the attack. The model could be argued to cover these attacks too, but we feel that the greatest use of the model comes when applying it to crimes with a more specific intent than random frauds.

In the future this proposed model could be studied further, and analyzed in more types of attacks and crimes than only social engineering to validate a broader use for it. There is a possibility that this model can help us understand and prevent more crimes than social engineering.
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